For Andrew Liveris, the longest-serving Dow CEO, the transition from the working world to retirement life was bumpy at times. He explains where the bumps occurred, why he spends time in Australia and the U.S., and the things that endure when you leave the workplace.

In the Career Corner, four ACS Career Consultants provide advice on how to respond to the always awkward interview question: “What are your salary requirements?”

Michael Holmes, an early career discovery chemist with FMC, details his journey from Christchurch, New Zealand to Newark, DE: explains why he pursued a PhD; and what he considers to be the best part of his job at FMC.

Kwadwo Owusu-Ofori, the Founder and CEO of Satori Food Project, Inc., shares the back-story on how his company’s product, “Twi Pods” - anxiety-relieving coffee and hot cocoa pods for Keurig coffee brewers – came to be. His story is particularly interesting from the perspective of what Kwadwo learned about product development.

On the topic of journeys, Mahfuza Ali, a corporate scientist at the 3M Materials Resource Division, explains how she made her way from Dhaka, Bangladesh to St. Paul, MN. Recently recognized by the ACS with its 2020 Industrial Chemistry Award, Mahfuza is remarkable not only for the many other awards she has earned throughout her career, but also for her commitment to introducing science to students, and providing them with assistance to pursue their goals.
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MORE FROM ACS

Looking to Grow Your Career in the Chemical Sciences?
Get career-boosting tips and advice from our special monthly ACS Industry Matters newsletter for early-career professionals. **Subscribe today** to catch our July issue!

### Upcoming from ACS Webinars

**TODAY: Advances in Bioinspired Nanomaterials**

Join Head of the Green Nanomaterials Research Group, Siddharth Patwardhan, of The University of Sheffield in the UK as he describes a novel, bioinspired, green synthesis route that not only addresses these issues, but delivers sustainable manufacturing technologies for high value functional nanomaterials. This ACS Webinar is moderated by ACS GCI Science Director, David Constable, of the American Chemical Society and co-produced with the ACS Green Chemistry Institute. **Register for free!**

**Did you miss a webinar or want to view one again?** ACS members have exclusive access to our expansive library of recordings. Visit the [webinar archives](#) to catch up on the latest recordings.

### Give Back to the Chemistry Community

Give back and share skills with the chemistry community by becoming an ACS Career Consultant. Volunteer consultants coach professionals at all stages of their careers with advice and tips for job searching, resume writing, communication, and more. Apply today and help the next generation of chemists as they grow in their careers! [Learn more.](#)

### Discover Your Options with the Careers & the Chemical Sciences

What can you do with your chemistry degree? Your broad science education, analytical thinking, research methods, and other learned skills are of value to a wide variety of employers, and essential for a ton of positions. [Careers & the Chemical Sciences](#) helps you explore over 40 fields and find the right path no matter what stage your career is currently in, whether you are just starting your journey or planning a transition. [Explore your options today.](#)

### On-Demand ACS Course Offerings are Now Available

ACS Professional Education announces that many of the on-demand [ACS course offerings](#) are now available to industry in a flat rate, annual subscription. This new access model gives organizations the ability to provide their teams access to world class chemistry training in bite sized learning modules, on-demand, anytime and anywhere. New courses and topics are being developed and added in the coming months and will be added to the subscription at no additional cost. For more information, contact John Mihalick or [schedule a consultation](#).
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Rocky Mountain Regional Meeting Now Accepting Abstracts & Award Nominations

Abstracts are now being accepted for oral and poster presentations for the 2021 Rocky Mountain Regional Meeting (RMRM), October 20 - 23 in Tucson, Arizona. Present your research and join your colleagues for a variety of technical programming, workshops, panel discussions, networking, and more. RMRM 2021 is also accepting award nominations for the Stanley C. Israel Regional Award, ACS Division of Chemical Education Glenn and Jane Crosby Rocky Mountain Regional Award, ACS E. Ann Nalley Rocky Mountain Regional Award for Volunteer Service, and the Partners for Progress and Prosperity Award. Abstracts must be submitted in the ACS's Meeting Abstracts Programming System (MAPS) by July 19 and award nominations are due August 1.

Now Accepting Abstracts for the Midwest Regional Meeting

Abstracts are now being accepted for the Midwest Regional Meeting (MWRM). Join your colleagues October 20 - 22 at the University Plaza Hotel in downtown Springfield, Missouri, to participate in technical programming, discover cutting-edge research, and network with your peers. Submit your abstracts in the ACS Meeting and Abstracts Programming System by July 19.

ACS Career Consultant Virtual Office Hours TODAY

Advance your career on the fly! Join an upcoming Virtual Office Hours with ACS Career Consultants, every Thursday at 12 pm, ET, for casual small-group networking with fellow ACS members and convenient career advice. Register for free! Schedule a 1:1 session with an ACS Career Consultant for personalized answers about resume writing, video interviewing, optimizing your LinkedIn profile, and more. ACS Members only. Find a Career Consultant and schedule your free career consultation today!